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Turns Back Exeavation Begun Byerly Discusses Emig 
On Lab Facilities U.~. Status For Sayare Challenge 
Phi Beta Kappa By JONATHAN WEAVER 
A good portion of the mud which 
will follow you into your rooms in 
the coming weeks will be from the 
first stages of the construction of 
the new Ursinus Life Sciences 
building. 
The construction, a part of the 
ten year improvement plan which 
also includes the library already 
under construction, the administra-
tion building which has just been 
begun, and the gym and pool, got 
off to an early start over the ex-
pected date of March 1, and is to 
be completed by the academic year 
1970-71. The building was de-
signed by Bond & Miller, architects 
of Allentown, the company respon-
sible for Wismer Hall and the new 
Hbrary. It was planned from the 
proposals made by a committee of 
members of the science depart-
ments. The building has already 
been paid for by a combination of 
a $500,000 grant from the Long-
wood Foundation obtained by the 
raising of $820,000 toward the 
project from private sources. 
Bio and Psych Departments 
The new facility will house the 
Biology and' Psychology depart-
r 
ments. Both departments will have 
increased laboratory and office 
space, the latter in anticipation of 
faculty growth as a part of the 
ten year plan. The new offices will 
have attached to them small labs 
for research by faculty members. 
There will be provided in both de-
partments labs for individual stu-
dent research as well. The Chem-
istry, Physics, and Mathematics de-
partments have elected to remain 
in Pfahler Hall, .finding the facili -
ties of that building more suited to 
their needs. 
New Bio Labs 
The Biology department, occupy-
ing the second floor in the new 
building, will have labs for genet-
ics, cytology, micro-biology, verte-
brate study, general biology, radia-
tion and photo-biology, and botany 
supplied from the greenhouse 
which is part of the project. 
The P sychology department, 
housed on the third floor, will, for 
the first time, have laboratory 
space for animal and human exper-
iments. The equipment will include 
small environmental chambers, 
group labs, and a perception room. 
Artist's conception of the new Ursinus College Science Building, to be 
completed in 1970. 
SFARC To Conduct 
Student Drinking Poll 
Last semester's unresolved is-
sues will hopefully be worked out 
this semester. In order to reach 
some specific proposal for revision 
of Ursinus's drinking and open 
Parking Regulations 
Parking: All members of the 
college community are requested to 
avoid parking on college drives. 
Staff and faculty members are re-
quested to use the parking lots. 
Day student autos should be parked 
in the lot north of the new men's 
dorms policies, a subcommittee of dorms, or the lot near the gyms. 
SF ARC began to lay the ground- Resident student autos are to be 
work for an opinion poll to be pre-
sented to the student body. 
Headed by Jacob Lewis and Al 
Novak the sub-committee is inves-
tigating the drinking and open 
dorm policies of other campuses in 
the area, notably Lehigh, Villa-
nova, Muhlenberg, Dickinson, and 
Bucknell. This information should 
bring some ideas which might con-
tribute to the proposals for updat-
ing Ursinus' policies. 
But the greater gauge is not 
what other campuses are doing; it 
is, rather, the climate of opinion 
within the Ursinus environment it-
self. Does the student body want 
the rules to be left as they are, or 
does it want change? If change is 
desired, how much of a change-
should it be that only all of legal 
age may drink on campus; how 
much should be delegated to indi-
vidual responsibilities for quiet 
hour and breakage regulations, if 
drinking on campus is permitted: 
or should the administration aban-
don all drinking policies and only 
enforce the quiet hour and breakage 
rules? 
parked in the lot near the girls' 
hockey field. 
We remind students, faculty and 
staff that all autos used on the cam-
pus must be registered with the 
Dean of Men. There is a penalty 
for failure to register your auto. 
We realize that using the park-
ing lots will not always be conven-
ient, however, autos parked in vio-
lation of regulations become a haz-
ard to our students and staff. 
We are involved with three build-
ing projects: A new science build-
ing west of Pfahler Hall, a new li-
brary at the site of Freeland Hall 
and a new administration building 
on the library drive, north of stu-
dio cottage. 
The increase of truck traffic, 
along with the use of our drives by 
contractor's equipment makes it 
necessary for us to enforce more 
stringently college parking regula-
tions. We need your help, and hope 
you will respond in the spirit of 
our request. 
By ALAN GOLD 
In an exclusive interview with 
the Weekly, Dr. Gayle Byerly, As-
sistant Professor of English, dis-
cussed the status of Ursinus Col-
lege as a Phi Beta Kappa candi-
date. 
At the present time Ursinus is 
not a member of Phi Beta Kappa, 
the national scholastic honor fra-
ternity. Ursinus now honors its 
most promising scholars with the 
distinction of being Chapter Schol-
ars. 
"If we had applied for Phi Beta 
Kappa membership in the 1920's, 
we would have one now," asserts 
Dr. Byerly. Over the last forty 
years the prestige of Phi Beta 
Kappa has increased to such an ex-
tent that the national chapter is 
now "quite fussy about granting 
charters." Schools which are not 
academically as good as Ursinus 
received Phi Beta Kappa charters 
many years ago, when the stan-
dards of the national organization 
were not as high as at the present. 
Three-Year Program 
The process of obtaining a Phi 
Beta Kappa chapter involves par-
ticipation in a three-year program, 
beginning with an application sub-
mitted through a Phi Beta Kappa 
faculty member. According to Dr. 
Byerly, "Most of the applications 
that come in are thrown out." If 
the application is approved by the 
national chapter, an evaluation 
team is subsequently sent to the 
college. Following this evaluation, 
the college is voted upon at a Phi 
Beta Kappa convention. Indeed, 
very few charters are granted in 
each three-year period. 
Ursinus submitted an application 
to Phi Beta Kappa several years 
ago; it was rejected by the national 
chapter. 
Curriculum Deficiencies 
At the time of application Ur-
sinus displayed a very strong sci-
ence program ; good library facili-
ties; and a good diversity of cours-
es, except in the departments of so-
ciology, anthropology, and the Fine 
Arts. (Ursinus has subsequently 
strengthened these deficient areas 
with the addition of new courses in 
the past few years.) 
There are very ~xtensive inde-
pendent study programs at other 
colleges and universities which 
have received Phi Beta Kappa char-
ters. Although Ursinus does have 
a College Scholars Program and a 
Departmental Honors Program, 
relatively few students participate 
in these independent study activi-
ties. 
Reasons For Rejection 
There were other factors con-
tributing to the rejection of Ur-
sinus' application to Phi Beta Kap-
pa. First, faculty salaries at Ur-
sinus are somewhat lower than at 
other Phi Beta Kappa schools. 
Secondly, the student-faculty ratio 
at Ursinus is a trifle low by com-
parison. However, both of these 
factors can be readily explained by 
the fact that the tuition at Ursinus 
is also somewhat lower-about $400 
per year lower than other small 
colleges which are members of Phi 
Beta Kappa. 
Dr. Byerly asserts that "deliber-
ate efforts are being made to im-
prove these areas" in which Ur-
sinus is slightly deficient in com-
parison to other colleges. As a 
result, she is "reasonably optimis-
tic" that Ursinus will eventually 
obtain a Phi Beta Kappa member-
ship, although this "will not occur 
tomorrow, and not for next year." 
The next time that Ursinus could 
apply for a chapter would be in 
the fall. However, Dr. Byerly 
claims that Ursinus will not apply 
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3) 
Novak, Bozycka Win 
In Close V. P. Contests 
By LINDA TURNAGE 
In the USGA elections held on Monday, February 17, the 
Ursinu tudent body chose John Emig as president of the 
USGA. Emig, the former vice-president of the student gov-
ernment, defeated Mitch Sayare. In his campaign speech, 
Emig acclaimed the growing interest on the part of the stu-
dents in the USGA and its activities. He stated that the 
president of the USGA must be backed by an interested unit 
of people. In discussing the problem of discipline on campus, 
he asserted that while students are eager to claim more 
rights and privileges, they are expressing a certain irrespon-
sibility, as evidenced by the increasing number of incidents 
which require disciplinary action. Emig, who feels that the 
Ursinus student must not take a rash approach, believes that 
the best results can be achieved through more rational means. 
In concluding his speech he expressed his willingness to pre-
sent himself squarely before the student body and the ad-
ministra tion. 
In Memoriam 
Mrs. Mary Mendelson, 
a member of the library 
staff since 1960, died Jan-
uary 3, 1969. Mrs. Men-
delson was order librar-
ian, holding degrees from 
the University of Wich-
ita and Drexel School of 
Library Science. She is 
survived by her husband, 
Emanuel, and two daugh-
ters, Ann (Ursinus '63), 
and Jane. 
In the vice-presidency contest, 
Alan Novak was victorious over 
Birch Miles. In his campaign 
speech, Novak stated his wish that 
the vice-president be given in-
creased responsibility and at the 
same time establish a mediating, 
reciprocal relationship with the ad-
ministration so that he might fully 
carry out his duties a~ the formal 
defender of student rights. Novak, 
who is working on a fact-finding 
subcommittee of the SFARC is well 
aware of the problems faced by the 
students and is already working on 
finding solutions to these problems 
in rational, yet effective means. 
He stated that a certain dynamism 
is needed in the student government 
to organize and unify student ef-
forts toward gaining more privileg-
U C A F es. Alan ovak realizes that rts estival "more must be done," and ex-
pressed his willingness to work to-Opens on March 7 :a~rd bringing about needed chang-
The weekend of March 7, 8 and 
9 will see the advent of an Ursinus 
firs1--a weekend-long Art show 
combining the best in mixed media 
presentation. The weekend is spon-
sored by the staff of Lantern, and 
backed by other campus organiza-
tions. 
The Arts Festival will begin on 
Friday, March 7, at 9:00, with a 
Forum by Prof. J erre Mangione, 
"What Makes a Writer Write." 
This Forum, with its emphasis on 
creativity and the individual, will 
keynote the weekend. 
New York Art Show 
A professional Art Show from 
New York will open at 4:00 Friday 
afternoon. All students will re-
ceive invitations to this opening; 
the show will be open all weekend 
for viewing. In addition to this 
show, there will be an exhibit of 
outdoor sculpture. 
From 6:30 to 8:00, there will be 
a poetry reading by several pub-
lished poets. Also, a pantomime 
written by Vicki Van Horn will be 
presented. 
Folk Concert 
At 8:30, there will be a Folk 
Concert in Wismer auditorium. 
Among the singers will be several 
area professionals, and Ursinus 
folksingers, including Linda Clarke, 
Dave Bennett, Ken Parke, and Art 
Severance. 
For the office of female vice-
president Marianne Rozycka de-
feated Mary Ellen Mcfadden. Bar-
bara Wagner, who was unopposed, 
is the corresponding secretary. 
Patty Bedwell, who was opposed by 
Carol Nixon, is the recording sec-
retary. Ken Man was defea ted by 
Walter Tompkins in the treasurer 
contest. 
Only J25 Jlffend 
Wjnter IF Dance 
The Winter IF, which was held 
at George Washington Country 
Club on Friday evening, February 
14, was an excellent way to spend 
a Friday evening. For an open 
party and dance, it was rather 
poorly attended. Only 125 people 
made an effort to appear. 
Due to lack of funds, no big-
name groups appeared at .his 
year's IF. However, excellent soul 
music was provided by the "Soular 
System." The "Sound Invasion" 
offered party-goers a more diversi-
fied repertoire, venturing into the 
realms of psychedelic music and 
blues. These groups made the IF 
well worth attending for those who 
preferred soul music to the groups 
appearing at area discotheques, or 
at U. of P. 
The Festival will begin again 
Saturday afternoon at 1:00 with a Attendance Indicates Apathy 
dialogue with one of the exhibiting The attendance at the IF admir-
artists in the show. Mr. Thorpe ably demonstrates the apathy of 
will discuss the show, and also will Ursinus students, even toward so-
receive questions and comments cial functions. Certainly the 125 
from the floor. A film is tentative- students that attended the IF had 
ly scheduled for later Saturday af- a good time; it is unfortunate that 
ternoon. I more students could not, or would 
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 3) not, enjoy such a fine event. 
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ldifoltia/ FRED JACOB By ~ Line 
THE KITCHEN EXPERIMENT On Applied Pressure 
As many students have already learned by 
word of mouth, the college has hired a pro-
fessional catering service to supervise the 
operation of the Wismer kitchen next year. 
That company is C. W. Wood, Inc., a fast-
growing, but still relatively small concern 
which already performs the culinary duties 
at Cedarcrest, East Stroudsburg, Kutztown, 
Lafayette, Lehigh, Moravian, Muhlenberg, 
Franklin and Marshall, Delaware Valley, 
Wilkes, and several hospitals. 
The news of the impending change has 
been received on campus with anything but 
enthusiasm, and in some corners with hostil-
ity. One reason is undoubtedly the unhappy 
results that have accrued from the hiring of 
another outside professional group, Columbia 
Services, to do the janitorial work at the col-
lege. Almost no one, from the highest of 
administrators to the most carefree fresh-
man, has been satisfied with the job turned 
in by Columbia. It is to be expected, then, 
that another such outside pro-
aries are threatened also. Despite tenure, 
some are being rated as unskilled labor-a 
designation that will mean $1.30 per hour, a 
wage reduction. Many are considering leav-
ing. 
The college cannot afford to lose them. 
One of the principal reasons for Columbia's 
present troubles is that their tactless, initial 
policy statements alienated the college's good, 
but proud, janitorial staff. As a result, all 
but one of the janitors quit rather than work 
for Columbia. If the same mistake is made 
with the kitchen personnel-and the threat 
of salary reductions is an ominous portent-
the results will be disastrous. C. W. Woods 
is no magician. He does not have the resourc-
es to be able to bring in a whole new kitchen 
crew. And with the employment situation 
as it is right now in this country, chefs and 
their assistants are virtually impossible to 
find. 
Fortunately, some steps have been taken 
fessional group would be re-
garded with scepticism. 
Rumors, nearly all of them 
unfounded, have also had 
much to do with the resist~ 
ance to the change. One re-
port has it that the amount of 
food served will be reduced, 
and that all seconds, including 
milk at lunch and dinner and 
orange juice at breakfast, will 
have to be paid for. Another 
holds that the new outfit has 
been brought in to start a 
cafeteria-type service at lunch 
and dinner. Again, no seconds 
would be allowed. 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS 
In an interview with this 
editor, Mr. Nelson Williams, 
the college business manager, 
had little difficulty in explod-
ing such speculation. "We do 
hope to be able to keep costs 
down by making the change," 
said Mr. Williams, "but by vir-
tue of Woods' being able to 
make larger quantity purchas-
es, not by being stingy with 
the amount of food served." 
While acknowledging that at 
some of the colleges served by 
Woods - Lehigh, for instance 
-seconds on milk and other staples are cur-
tailed, Mr. Williams contended that it is the 
college itself that determines such policy, not 
the kitchen. Mr. Williams expressed the 
opinion that C. W. WoodH, with their trained 
dieticians and food managers, would be able 
to provide more variety and imagination in 
the preparation of the food. As for the cafe-
teria rumors, there are no plans to change 
the present set-up in the foreseeable future. 
All in all, Mr. Williams sounded convincing: 
"I'm very sold on the idea," he concluded. 
"Mr. Woods himself is a personal success 
story. He got where he is by doing good 
work and being recommended by satisfied 
customers. Moreover, his operation is still 
small enough to have a personal touch." 
Mr. Williams is sincere in his feeling that, 
besides introducing some economies, C. W. 
Woods will be able to provide a better quality 
and variety of food for the Ursinus resident 
students-and who will dispute that there is 
not room for improvement in the food served 
here? Nevertheless, the specter of the ex-
perience with Columbia still remains as a 
stark reminder that such a change might 
backfire very badly if not handled properly. 
The kitchen staff is fearful and uncertain 
and more than a bit disgruntled. They have 
been offered the opportunity to stay on under 
Woods but, after all, many of them have been 
at Ursinus for over ten years, three for as 
long as twenty. Their pride has been hurt 
that this change was deemed necessary, and 
they are quite naturally less than eager to be 
told how to do their jobs by outsiders. Sal-
to allay the tears of the kitchen staff, thanks 
to the remarkable college steward, Mr. Jo-
seph Lynch. Mr. Lynch has already brought 
in Dr. Helfferich and Mr. Woods himself to 
address the staff and reassure them. He him-
self is insisting that the workers stay; and 
the very fact that so many have been at Ur-
sinus so long-even under the conditions that 
prevailed in the Freeland kitchen-are an in-
dication of the staff's intense loyalty to him. 
Privately, he has his doubts, and worries as 
much as anybody about what conditions are 
going to be like under the new system. But 
to the world at large, he is a fount of guard-
ed optimism. "Keep the faith," he keeps 
saying, "we've just got to wait and see." If 
anybody is able to keep the situation from 
blowing apart, it is Joe Lynch. 
Still, the transition is going to be anything 
but easy. Mr. Williams has taken a huge 
gamble in hiring another outside firm so soon 
after the Columbia experience; it is going to 
take all the skill that he, Mr. Wood, and Joe 
Lynch can muster to pull it off successfully. 
But if Mr. Williams wins his gamble, it is the 
students who will be the beneficiaries. If C. 
W. Woods is indeed able to instill new ideas 
and techniques, while allowing the present 
kitchen staff a maximum of autonomy and 
self-respect, then the food will improve, and 
everyone will be grateful. If he loses and the 
kitchen staff goes the way of the janitorial 
staff, it will be years before the college will be 
able to recover from the blow. The months 
ahead will be tense ones in the Wismer kit-
chen. 
Webster defines pressure as "the 
burden of physical or mental dis-
tress, the constraint of circum-
stances; the application of force to 
something by something else in di-
rect contact with it; the action of 
force against an opposing force." 
Quite frankly, pressure is the 
name of the game in America to-
day. Pressure is being applied on 
all levels-the educational system, 
the governmental hierarchy and 
rather ironically, in the church. 
However, a certain element of 
pressure is lacking and has been 
lacking at Ursinus for a great 
many years. The application of 
pressure usually has as its goal 
the change or overthrow of a sys-
tem. There is a system here that 
is in need of change. That system 
concerns the need for student in-
volvement and influence in the ed-
ucational processes and practices 
of the college. It is evident how-
ever that the students neither have 
the knowledge nor the intrepidity 
to accept the challenge to alter the 
stagnant processes of the adminis-
tration. I might suggest to those 
who feel that I may be advocating 
a violent overthrow of the college 
that I merely prescribe that ra-
tional change may be brought 
about by a non-violent, legal ap-
proach to applying pressure in the 
most vulnerable places. 
Be not dismayed however that 
the total student body is irresponsi-
ble and unconcerned about its 
plight Ibecause there exists on cam-
pus a certain group of Black stu-
dents who have continuously insert-
ed elements of fear and pressure 
into the educational mechanism, re-
sulting in a certain degree of re-
sponse from the administration. 
We have suggested that more 
Blacks be enrolled at Ursinus and 
a greater awareness of the lack of 
Blacks in Collegeville be made. 
And as a result of our efforts, four 
young Black women were present 
on campus for interviews. Only 
the number of blacks on campus 
next September will verify our ac-
tions. 
We of the Black Student Alli-
ance have applied the much needed 
pressure that is required to acquire 
any satisfaction. A subtle pressure 
is and has been more resourceful 
than flagrant violation of laws and 
college rules. We will continue to 
apply pressure to seek all to which 
we are entitled. However, to main-
tain our confidence the administra-
tion must establish a reasonable 
communication, a communication 
that they have failed in making 
thus far. Specifically, the consti-
tution of the Black Student Alli-
ance was supposed to have been 
discussed and decided upon on Feb-
ruary 12. However as chairman of 
the Alliance, I have not been in-
formed of the results by either the 
Board of Directors or the college 
administration. This is an exam-
ple of lack of communication. 
The Black Student Alliance is an 
example of applied pressure. Our 
efforts correspond to the pressure 
as defined by Webster. We are le-
gitimate in our goals and we have 
approached the problem rationally. 
The administration should recog-
nize this and grant us our requests. 
It should be taken in mind however 
that more pressure can be applied, 




Last year, Ursinus College was 
evaluated by a committee from the 
Middle States Association. At a 
Chapel meeting in that year the 
statement was made that the re-
sults of the evaluation would be 
made clear. Unfortunately, this is 
not the case. The results of this 
evaluation are to be seen only by 
the administration and the faculty. 
The students are not deemed 
knowledgeable enough to be able to 
discern the truth. According to 
the administration, only a team of 
experienced evaluators can under-
stand the whys and wherefores of 
Ursinus' strengths and weaknesses. 
We can not understand why this is 
so. Would not the students who 
use the facilities and equipment at 
Ursinus be able to understand a 
report concerning them? Why are 
students left in the dark on a sub-
ject which should so vitally concern 
them? Is the administration con-
doning the students in acting like 
"apathetic piles of mush?" This 
is not a liberal arts background 
but censorship on an issue which 
should be important to every stu-
dent who graduates from Ursinus. 
(Signed by 18 Ursinus women-ed.) 
,. ,. 
Dear Editor: 
I have just been subjected to an 
experience that I believe is worth 
sharing with others, due to its al-
legorical value and subsequent ram-
ifications. I have just taken two 
finals, and after having had my 
evening meal I decided to turn in 
since I had approximately six 
hours sleep in the last two days 
prior to the exams. 
I was very tired, yet content, 
since I had found the exams rather 
stimulating (for this school) and 
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 4) 
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Dr. Ladislas Segy, lecturer, writ-
er, critic, artist, and one of the 
world's experts on African art, 
opened the spring semester Forum 
series on February 12 with a de-
lightfully warm, humorous and in-
formative presentation entitled 
"African Sculpture and 
Art." 
Modern 
Speaking with a mixed Hungar-
ian, French and English accent, Dr. 
Segy commenced his informal talk 
by relating how his romance with 
African art began while he was a I 
very small boy in Hungary, and 
how he has spent a good portion of ' 
his adult life studying anthropolog- I 
ically and ethnologically the peo-
ples of the dark continent who have 
produced stimulating and dynamic 
sculpture. A frican sculpture rep-
resents an extremely high degree of 
coordination of shapes and forms 
--coordination which is masterfully 
achieved only through the artists' 
great knowledge and skill. 
"Animism" is a basic concept 
which is manifested in African 
works. A beautifully serene or 
hideously ugly or ferociously fierce 
statue captures feelings which are 
buried deep in the subconscious. 
In Freudian terms, the "omnipo-
tence of thought"-the localization 
and concretization of the artist's 
basic feelings-is expressed in the 
sculpture. Each statue is believed 
to be the "abode of a spirit," and 
the man-sculpture relationship 
found in African culture is not com-
mon to the cultUre of the West. 
A fricans are seriously directed 
by a deep belief in magic and their 
art imaginatively reflects a blend-
ing of magical, religious and social 
attitudes and needs. Art, for re-
ligious purposes, serves a social or 
psychological function. For exam-
ple, a pregnant woman wears a 
protective statue on her swollen 
belly so that her unborn child will 
be protected from harmful spirits. 
To her, the statue is not "art" in 
the Western sense of the term; 
rather it is a socio-I'eligious tool 
employed to ensure the healthiness 
of her child. 
In the highly integrated African 
society, individualism is relin-
quished for the security that being 
part of the larger society provides. 
Each of the two hundred and fifty 
continental tribes has its own dis-
tinctive sculpture style. However, 
within each tribe no two sculp-
tures produced are exactly alike. 
Each artist tries to achieve a high 
degree of individual innovation in 
his work, without transcending the 
general characteristics of his tribal 
art style. 
African sculpture attempts to 
"capture the basic life experiences," 
with the very serious object of ob-
taining peace in both one's life and 
soul. Stirred by fear, burna-fear 
of nature, wild animals, the un-
known, and other humans-the 
sculptor tries to create order out 
of the chaos resulting from fear, 
thus providing a measure of secur-
ity through his art. The sculpture-
spirits serve every daily need and 
help to alleviate every daily fear. 
There is a spirit to protect mater-
nity, one to ensure and one to in-
duce fertility, one to protect the 
crops, and a myriad of spirits to 
protect man from the malevolent 
forces of disease and death. The 
phallic motive finds central expres-
sion in African sculpture, often 
serving to relieve psychosomatic 
tensions which inhibit conception 
and reduce fertility. The life cy-
cle-from mother's womb to the 
return to the womb of Earth Moth-
er-is depicted through sculpture. 
DR. LADlSLAS SEGY 
From the city of !fe (a city in 
Nigeria which is for the Africans 
what Rome is for Catholics), Segy 
showed slides of the famous !fe 
scariJfied heads which characterize 
albstraction in African art. The 
abstraction of the nose, mouth and 
eyes in the !fe heads exemplifies 
what abstraction is all about; that 
which is contrary to visual reality. 
An abstract form of art reflects 
not how the world looks to the 
artist, but rather, how one feels 
about the world around him. Segy 
contends that an abstract form 
contains "idea" in its ripest sense, 
while a naturalistic form contains 
very little substance of pure idea. 
It has been alleged that African 
sculpture has been the primary in-
fluence in shaping the development 
of Western Cubism. Segy feels 
that African art has only been of 
secondary importance in the Cubist 
movement, and he gives primary 
responsibility for the development 
of Cubism to the influence of Ce-
zanne. 
Early in his presentation, Dr. Se-
gy mentioned that the art forms of 
the Africans have been greatly al-
tered since there has been contact 
with the Western European. In the 
question and answer period which 
followed an Ursinus student de-
cried th~ contamination of primi-
tive culture through contact with 
the "civilized" West and he asked 
what could be doneto stem such 
contamination. Dr. Segy respond-
ed in a very sagacic and perceptive 
manner. The speaker feels that 
communication of ideas is crucial 
to man's existence in a heterogen-
eous world and that art provides 
the medium for coming to know 
and to ultimately understand one's 
fellow men. There are certain uni-
versal ideas which are expressed in 
African sculpture from the period 
of pre-Western contact which tell 
us much about the black man and 
which serve in breaching language 
or race or culture barriers that may 
exist. We study African sculpture 
not for the purpose of idealizing 
Mr. Sorensen discusses art with Dr. Segy. 
the "noble savage," but for achiev-
ing an understanding of that in-
finitely complex animal called Man. 
A small group of students is doing something at Ursinus. 
They are planning and piecing together a weekend of the arts. 
An involuntary shudder may creep up the neck of any 
Ursinus student hearing about a weekend of the arts. The 
phrase smacks of Michneresque-art-show openings and the 
proverbial forums. Have no fear-this program is student 
conceived and consequently student oriented. It should be a 
far cry from the stuffy formalized boredom to which we are 
all too accustomed. 
The program of events which you will find elsewhere in 
this issue includes events which the Arts Weekend Commit-
tee knows should be interesting. For instance, the poetry 
reading will feature a published poet or two, to say nothing 
of a play in pantomime, which may be the introduction to a 
new theatre at Ur inus. The rock concert will offer a group 
which plays at the Electric Factory. Great care has been 
taken to have the weekend student-centered valhalla from 
the Ursinus Friday-to-Sunday blahs. 
But it isn't just what is going on this weekend that we'd 
like to commend, but also and foremost the efforts behind it. 
The Weekly' crusade this year (we must always have one!) 
has been to try and get people to do something about some-
thing. Here we have a fresh and independent effort not to 
Dr. Segy concluded his presenta-
tion on an optimistic note. The 
crisis of our age which is gener-
ated by the conflict between mater-
ialism and spiritualism, has indeed 
rendered us "hollow men"-men 
whose lives often lack substance 
and meaning. But attempting to 
preserve, or even return to a pri-
mordial state of existence will not 
help us in our quest for meaning. 
The Africans-as integral parts of 
the twentieth century world-must 
learn to live with and adapt to 
both the horrors and the wonders 
that attend the Atomic Age. The 
problem in life for all men is not 
as Hamlet stated it, "To be or not 
to be," but rather, the problem is 
"To be as I am." As long as man 
"does his own thing"--communicat-
ing his ideas through media such 
as art provides-Dr. Segy has 
great faith in man's ultimate abil-
ity to lift himself from the valley 
of meaninglessness into which he 
periodically falls. be confused with the programmed culture we are usually fed. 
JOHN S. PICCONI The arts you will find represented this weekend are ones you 
should find interesting-interesting enough to make you 
forego your weekendly visit home. 
GRADUATE STUDY 
AND RESEARCH 
IN THE FIELD OF 
MATERIALS: 
Graduate research assistant-
ships available for chemists, 
engineers, physicists, and 
earth scientists in outstanding 
materials research group spe-
cializing in non-metallic mater-
ials. Stipend $2880/12 
months (normal, half time) 
plus dependency allowance and 
remission of all tuition and 
fees. Some fellowships also 
available. For information 
and applications, write to: 
Director 
Materials Research Laboratory 
The Pennsylvania State Univ. 
Engineering Science Building 









Handsomely styled and 
hand finished 10K gold. 
Delaware Valley's 
Largest Jewelers 
OPEN YOUR OWN 
CHARGE ACCOUNT 
DENN~'LlTY .'NCIl 1813 
.JIWILIM • • ,LWMMITH8 
DIAMOND CUTTI"'. 
1112-14 Chestnut Street 
Germantown, Frankford, 
Mayfair, Chester, Olney, 
Willow Grove, Cottman Ave., 
Camden, Upper Darby, 
Cherry Hill, Vineland, 
Plymouth Meeting 
In Our Mail Bag 
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 5) I there are those who insist that the 
1 kind of got a kick out of taking United States' democracy is based 
them: As I was about to strip my upon Mill, Locke, Montesquieu and 
clothIng from my haggard frame, others. 
this man walks through my open I do not bother anyonp, I am a 
doorway and glances about at my student and a writer h'lpefully en-
surroundings, which included sev- tering graduate schoo! At a time 
eral paintings, collages, some when many campuses are troubled 
poems, some prints and photo- by students' demands concerning a 
graphs, a typewriter (on the floor variety ranging from the sensible 
to the side of my desk), a pile of to the superhuman, why must 1 
five album covers (also to the side make a plea for a modicum of re-
of my desk), a pair of pants, num- spect and decency. Of course there 
erous books, and accompanying have been court cases in which pri-
socks and sweatshirt which 1 had vate colleges have been sued for 
left on the floor as 1 had stepped entering students' locked doors, 
out of them as 1 changed from but, my door was not locked and 
them into other garments, right 1 am not interested in this si'nce 1 
before 1 took the first of my two will only be here another semester. 
exams. (I ~ad. not been back to To those that would try by petty 
my room untIl Just now). cavilling and hyperbole to make a 
Supposedly convinced, although plea for at least a subhuman level 
perhaps not, that 1 was not a homo- of existence into a superhuman de-
sexual communist despite the sus- mand, I can only quote from Plu-
picious poetry, books, and paint- tarch who said that those "who are 
ings, etc., this man identified him- serious in ridiculous matters, are 
self as the Dean of Men and always ridiculous in serious mat-
launched into an irrational diatribe ters." 
of hostility stating that this was What is the hierarchy of values 
not to be tolerated and that I must by which this place operates? I do 
stop in and see him. He further not know, yet it is clear that what-
remarked that 1 would be fined and ever they are scholarship, intellec-
it would be decided as to whether tual creativity, individual freedom, 
I would become a day student or and sanity are located several 
allowed to stay. I reflected to my- places down the scale from house-
self that since the residence of my keeping 1-2, glorification of high 
mother and father is forty miles school, anal fixation, and the desire 
distant from my room in Curtis' to keep Ursinus from attracting 
basement, that I would probably independent creative students 
inadvertently become a night stu- whether they be black or white. 
dent also, since I do not have a car Love, 
and am a slow walker. T. W. Rhody 
Next I was happily informed that 
I would be fined for my hotplate 
also. I informed this person that 
the College rule book states that 
hotplates and electrical appliances 
are prohibited in the off-campus 
dorms and that this dorm in which 
my room is in has always been lo-
cated on campus during the four 
years that I have been here. He 
replied, "I don't care what the rules 
say." He then left. 
It seems that some people won-
der why Ursinus has trouble at-
tracting creative intellectual schol-
ars to its campus. ~ 
It seems that some people can't 
understand why Negroes do not 
come to Ursinus in hordes. 
Perhaps it is because the Negro 
has struggled too much since the 
Civil war to spend four years at an 
atavistic institution that would ne-
gate all their accomplishments, 
such as the right to have clothes 
on the floor. It seems that John 
Stuart Mill's spirit is dtlad although 





Sporting Goods Store 
228 W. Main St., Norristown, Pa. 
Order your Ursin us Jacket thru 
DICK SYKES 
275-5373 Campus RepresentatiYe 
LUTZ'S 
FIFTH & MAIN 
Bobbie and Charlie Lutz 
Catering to All Student Needs 
489·9275 
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St. Andrews Society Grants SFARC Minutes 
Awards for Study in Scotland S FAR C Considers ALcohol, 
Arrangement 0/ RuLes 
Twelve years ago the St. An-
drews Society of Philadelphia es-
tablished a Scholarship Fund to 
send students to the Universities 
of St. Andrews, Edinborough and 
Aberdeen in Scotland in order to 
spend their Junior Year. These 
scholarships have been named the 
Andrew Mutch Scholarships, in 
honor of the late Chaplain of the 
Society. By invitation, each of the 
following colleges and universities 
nominated one candidate for a 
Mutch Scholarship: Ursinus Col-
lege, Pennsylvania State Universi-
ty, Franklin and Marshall College, 
Swarthmore College, The Universi-
ty of Pennsylvania, Temple Univer-
sity, and Bucknell University. Ur-
sinus College has had four winners, 
the University of Pennsylvania has 
had five, Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity and Bucknell have had two 
and three, and Temple, Swarthmore 
and Franklin and Marshall have 
each had one. 
Recent Ursinus Winners 
The most recent winners from 
Ursinus College have been Dale 
Jone, Chemistry major, who went 
to the University of Alberdeen and 
• fI1 '. 
~ t ~ 
is now doing graduate work at 
MIT, and Ross Doughty, a History 
major, who attended St. Andrews 
University and is now doing grad-
uate study at Harvard. The Schol-
arships carry a stipend of $1200, 
which will cover all living expenses 
during the academic year, all aca-
demic expenses, and the greater 
part of the cost of the trans-At-
lantic passages. The student will 
be responsible for his living ex-
penses when the University is not 
in session. 
Application Requirements 
Mr. H. Lloyd Jones, Jr., Associ-
ate Professor of English and Asso-
ciate Dean of Admissions, will re-
ceive applications from Ursinus 
students and the Scholarship Com-
mittee of the Faculty will choose 
the nominee for the College. An-
nouncements have been posted on 
bulletin boards in Bomberger Hall 
and Wismer Hall. Competition is 
limited to male members of the 
sophomore class. They should be 
American citizens, should rank in 
the upper quarter of the class and 
be active in extra-curricular activi-
ties. Preference will be given to 
those of Scottish descent and to 
those who come from the Phila-
delphia area. The candidate must 
agree to attend the June meeting 
of the St. Andrews Society prior to 
leaving for Scotland, to report by 
mail to the Society during his year 
abroad, and to address the Society 
on his return. The candidate is ex-
pected to do the full work of the 
classes he attends, including all 
class exercises and terminal exam-
inations. He is also expected to 
live in one of the College Resi-
dences during his year abroad. 
Candidates for a scholarship are 
urged to see Mr. Jones and apply 
before March 15. The College will 
submit its nomination to the St. 
Andrews Society by April 1, and 
the winner will be announced by 
May 1, 1969. 
LEONARD'S 
Men's and Prep Shop 
Park-Ridge Shopping Center 
Trooper 
Complete Line of Men's, Boys' 
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ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 
I UNDERSTAND THERE IS NO OBLIGATION. 
~--------------------~ 
Take off! 
Undecided about your future? 
It's no disgrace. 
Even Einstein COUldn't make up his mind for quite awhile. 
Van Gogh took time to get on the track. 
The Wright Brothers didn't start concentrating on aeroplanes 
right away. 
So, if you're graduating from college and you still don't know 
what to do with your future ... chin up. 
You can go ',0 Officer Training School. Become an officer. Get 
officer's pay ar.d prestige. Travel. All while you're learning to fly. 
See? You can do something constructive, exciting, profitable 
and patriotic. 3e an Air Force pilot. 
They'll say you're just another genius who has made up his 
mind. 
The meeting was called to order 
by Secretary Bob Robinson, in the 
absence of the Chairman. Mem-
bers present were Mi. Paisley, Mr. 
Williams, and Mr. Switzer of the 
Administration; Dr. Byerly and Dr. 
Pancoast of the Faculty; and Bob 
Robinson and Birch Miles repre-
senting the Students. 
The first order of business was to 
decide on what should be the order 
of business. Since the only rules 
yet to be considered dealt with the 
Women's Dormitory Committee 
rules and the two women repre-
sentatives of the students were not 
present, it was felt best to defer 
discussion of these rules until these 
two members could lend their first 
hand advice. 
It was then proposed by the 
Chairman to begin the actual re-
wording in final form of the rules 
already considered and acted upon. 
Gail Sternitzke had been keeping a 
running edition of the new rules to 
act as a basis for a final draft. 
This was presented, but the com-
mittee felt that Dr. Byerly should 
have an opportunity to read it be-
fore the full committee acted upon 
it. This was to ensure correct Eng-
lish. 
Rules Arranged Topically 
The committee then discussed the 
arrangement of the revised rules. 
It was felt that the present ar-
rangement was often redundant 
and, on the whole, disorganized and 
confusing. It was proposed that 
the new r].lles be arranged topi-
cally rather than under the current 
system of arrangement by legisla-
tive body involved. This raised the 
problem of delineating how each 
rule might be amended in the fu-
ture or which legislative body on 
campus had authority over which 
rules. It was felt that each rule 
should be coded as to the course it 
would have to follow in order to be 
amended and in which body amend-
ment procedure should begin. 
Birch Miles then reported on the 
standing of his liquor law investi-
gation. Since the information had 
just arrived, Birch could only say 
for certain that it was possible to 
obtain a state license for beer 
alone. Birch received nothing on 
the legal aspects of the present 
state liquor law. Dr. Pancoast 
suggested that this information 
was available in the library and 
Birch was instructed to investigate 
this aspect. 
Student Responsibility Questioned 
Mr. Paisley expressed his concern 
for the lack of responsibility on 
campus, using the destruction of 
the door to Wismer as an exatnple 
of the little evidence of an attitude 
of responsibility. It was Mr. Pais-
ley's major concern that the stu-
dents take pride in the condition of 
their campus. It was pointed out 
that although there is an increas-
ing move for more student rights, 
there is not always a matching in-
crease in student responsibility. 
The question of changing the day 
of future meetings was brought up. 
Two of the student members now 
have class conflicts with the present 
meeting time. No definite change 
has yet been made. It was agreed, 
however, that due to the urgency of 
presenting the rules, the next meet-
ing should be in two week. , not the 
customary four. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert B. Robinson, Sec. 
FOR SALE: SPINET PIANO 
Wanted, responsible party to take over low 
monthly payments on a spinet piano. Can be 
seen locally. Write Credit Manager, P. O. 
Box 35, Cortland, Ohio. 






The American Dream 
I 
BUDGETING? 
A special checking account 
will help control expenses. 
Collegeville Office 
Provident National Bank 
Member F,D.I.C. 
CLUB 1000 
Ballroom Available for Receptions, 
Dances, Meetings, Banquets, Shows, 
etc. - From 50 to 500 




460 Main St. Collegeville, Pa. 
Official Inspection Station 
CONSIDER TEACHING IN ANNE ARUNDEL 
COUNTY, MARYLAND 
Rapidly growing suburban school system which 
includes Annapolis. 
Near Baltimore and Washington. 
90 schools, modern facilities. 
Vacancies in all elementary grades and all sec-
ondary subjectg for 1969-70. 
Representatives will intel"View on campus. Con-
tact the placement office or write 
Director of Personnel, Board of Education of 
Anne Arundel County, Annapolis, 
Maryland. 21404. 
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Excavation Underway Behind Pfahler BYERLY DISCUSSES 
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3) 
until the chances of being accepted 
are good. 
Present System 
The Ursinus College Chapter is 
conducted under the leadership of 
five faculty members: Dr. Byerly, 
Dr. Zucker, Dr. Rice, Miss Cope, 
and Mrs. Poritz, all of whom are 
Phi Beta Kappa key holders them-
selves. Under the present system, 
all Ursinus seniors whose cumula-
tive average is 88% or above are 
eligible for nomination to the Chap-
ter. 
The Chapter, in making its year-
ly selection, is essentially "interest-
ed in the scholastic capacity" dis-
played by the student. Generally, 
~~~~~I==~iI=iIIl~:;:=~:::!:::~:J~~~:kl~~~""'.1 between five and thirteen students " are selected as C apter Scholars, 
although there is no fixed quota. 
Construction crew members are hard at work on the new Science Build-
ing. Complete story on Page 1. 
u.c. Holds 
"Bleed-In" 
The American Red Cross will 
hold a "Bleed-In" at Ursinus on 
Thursday, March 13, from 12:30 to 
5 :30 p.m. 
The blood collection will be the 
second held on the Ursinus Cam-
pus. Last year the Red Cross col-
lected 75 pints, the full amount it 
had planned to collect. This year 
the goal is 100 pints. 
Any student between 18 and 21 
who wishes to donate blood must 
have the permission of his parents. 
Permission slips are available in 
the offices of both the Dean of Men 
and the Dean of Women. Slips are 
also obtainable in the Thompson-
Gay gymnasium. 
The need for blood is doubly 
urgent this year because of the 
Vietnam situation and also because 
of the influenza epidemic. 
Students who donate blood will 
receive free blood from the Red 
Cross for themselves or for mem-
bers of their families for a full 
year. Donors will receive as much 
blood as they or their family mem-
bers need. 
Real Estate - Insurance 
Sales - Rentals 
ROBERT N. GOTTSHALL 
REALTOR 





476 Main Street 
COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY 
FOR THOSE TASTY TREATS 
Birthday Cakes Delivered to 
Students Upon Request - $3.00 
489-2871 L. E . Knoeller, Prop. 
MOYER'S BARBER SHOP 
346 Main Street, Collegeville, Pa. 
Haircutting by Appointment 
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS 
For Appointment Call 489·2540 
KOPPER KETTLE 
454 Main Street 
Collcg'cvillc, Pa. 
~F.."'·OOIl - Our SIIl·(·inlt,· 
4119·2536 
DIECKHAUS STATIONERS 
of King of Prussia Inc. 




Ursin us college will offer a grad-
uate course for classroom teachers 
this spring semester as a part of 
a cooperative program with Lehigh 
University and other privately 
supported colleges in eastern Penn-
sylvania. 
This group (the Lehigh Regional 
Consortium for Graduate Teacher 
Education) has been exploring the 
possibility of the presentation of 
graduate programs for classroom 
teachers in the area served by the 
Consortium institutions. 
The course is Education 407, 
"Philosophical Foundations of Ed-
ucation," and is applicable to any 
graduate program in education at 
Lehigh. The instructor is Dr. Rob-
ert L. Leight, who is a faculty 
member at Ursinus and who has 
taught the course at Lehigh as a 
Visiting Lecturer for the past two 
years. 
Purposes of Course 
"The purpose of presenting the 
course is to offer the opportunity 
for teachers to enroll in a graduate 
course on the campus of a college 
which has extensive library facili-
ties without causing the teachers 
to travel large distances through 
heavy urban traffic," Dr. Leight 
said. 
"It is our hope that there will be 
sufficient interest in this course to 
justify further opportunities for 
graduate work at Ursinus. In time, 
Ursinus may be able to present an 
entire program leading to an ad-
vanced degree," he added. 
Registration Deadline 
Deadline for registration is Feb-
ruary 8 with the course set to be-
gin on February 11. It will be nec-
essary for those who wish to take 
the course to be accepted for grad-
uate work at Lehigh University. 
Application forms for admission to 
Lehigh's Graduate School can be 
obtained either through the office 
of the Director of Admissions at 
Lehigh, or by contacting the office 
of the Department of Education at 
Ursinus College. 
Print Club Sponsors 
Campus Print Exhibit 
An exhibit of Prints from the 
Philadelphia Print Club is on dis-
play at Ursinus College from Sun-
day, February 9, until Friday, Feb-
ruary 28, in the college's Wismer 
Hall. 
The exhibit opened with a formal 
reception on February 9 and is open 
to the public daily from 9 a.m. un-
til 5 p.m. 
The Print Club was started in 
1!H5 by a group of art lovers-
twelve in all-whose purpose was 
to provide a focal center for the 
graphic arts, to stimulate interest 
in them, and to offer gifted ar€ists 
a unique market place. 
The Ursinus exhibit is one of 20 
annually sponsored on college cam-
puses by the Club. 
Retroactive Awards 
In the event that Ursinus ob-
tains Phi Beta Kappa membership' 
in the future, some of the former 
Ursinus Chapter Scholars will be 
granted the Phi Beta Kappa key. 
Preference for this retroactive 
awarding of the Phi Beta Kappa 
Key will be given to Chapter Schol-
ars who are engaged in professions 
(such as college teaching) in which 




In its continuing effort to bring 
Ursinus into the twentieth cen-
tury, the Ursinus Student Govern-
ment Association is sponsoring a 
new Lorelei, Friday, February 21. 
Instead of those unforgettable 
"dance bands" (using the term 
loosely) of yesteryear, Ursinus la-
dies will siren their victims to 
SunnY'brook with the beat of the 
Solar System and Soul Seven. 
Semi-formal dress from 8 :30 to 
1:00 in the never-never land of la-
dies' choice is bound to be more 
realistic than gathering around the 
homey hearth-like snack shop of 
storybook Ursinus, so grab a col-
legiate male. 
U. C. ARTS FESTIVAL 
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4) 
Rock Concert 
On Saturday night at 7 :30 there 
will be a rock concert in Wismer. 
Two bands will be appearing: "The 
American Dream," the house band 
at the Electric Factory, and "The 
Brotherhood," the group that ap-
peared here during finals. In ad-
dition to these groups, there will 
be a professional light show. Due 
to the cost of the bands and the 
light show, there will be a charge 
of $2.00 a couple for Ursinus stu-
dents, and $3.00 a couple for out-
siders. 
The Arts Festivals will end Sun-
day afternoon with a series of ex-
perimental films. 
This Art Festival is a first for 
Ursinus. Future efforts to encul-
turate the student body here will 
hinge upon the success or failure of 
this weekend. The Weekly urges 
all students to support the Ursinus 
Arts Festival so that we may enjoy 
this type of event in the future. 
Gracious Country Dining Since 1798 
ROUTE 422 LIMERICK, P A. 
Phone 495-6222 
Expert Shoe Repair Service 
Lots of Mileage Left in Your Old 
Shoes-Have Them Repaired at 
LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP 
Main Street Collegeville 
New Shoes & Jilek Parcell Sneakers 








advisor asks you 
For advice? 
Think it overj over coffee. 
The Think Drink. 
Fot)'our own Th ink O, .nk MUi. stnd 75t ~nd your n,mt and ,ddrus to : 
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We're a petroleum and energy company. 
But we believe that making our world a 
better place to live in makes good sense 
as well as good business. And this kind 
of thinking demands individuals with 
THE URS/NUS WEEKLY 
Ideas and energy. People who can see 
the potentials-usual and unusual-
which our products have for improving 
the world. People like you. Bring your 
Ideals, and your motivation, where they'll 
Our Interviewer will be here next week. Talk to him. 
AtlanticRichfieldCompany ::~/:~:~;;gShappen 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1969 
make good things happen •. See our 
interviewers on campus. Or send a 
resume to : Mr. G. O. Wheeler, Manager 
Professional Recruitment, 717 Fifth 
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 
, , 
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Bears Fall To Mules HofmasterLone Victor 
After Hopkins Win In Delaware Mauling 
By JIM WILLIAMS By KEN YORGEY 
Again facing taller opponents, 
Ursinus knew that only a supreme 
effort would defeat McClure and 
Co. of Allentown. The Bears 
fought the Mules tenaciously for 
two periods, but then fouled them-
selves out of the game in the third 
period. The final score in last Sat-
urday night's contest, 77-59. 
UC took an early 6-1 lead on 
several baskets by Dave Gillespie. 
Controlling the boards against the 
taller Mules, the Bears lengthened 
their advantage to 11-3 six minutes 
into the first period. Muhlenberg 
looked groggy in the opening mo-
ments, unable to execute their pat-
eoted fastbreaks. 
In the second period the Mules 
came alive. Their key player, 6-5 
center Bob McClure, grabbed some 
crucial rebounds and forward Joe 
Paul netted several baskets. The 
visitors closed the gap to 22-21 with 
7 :30 remaining in the half. Mule 
guards "Ned" Rahn and Frank 
Scagliotta led the surge with some 
nifty outside shooting. 
Bob Day Stars 
The momentum then shifted back 
to Ursinus as Bob Day and Chuck 
Williams dominated the boards. 
Behind by six! Muhlenberg again 
came close as the half ended. The 
halftime score, 32-30. 
UC had lost its eight-point lead 
of the first period, and the game 
was up for grabs in the second half. 
In the third period the two squads 
matched baskets to tie at 38-38. 
Ursinus then began to fall apart. 
The Bears made many mistakes 
and committed too many fouls. Mc-
Clure took control of both boards 
and the desperate Bears fouled him 
three times. Muhlenberg took a 
48-38 lead on free throws, and the 
game's fate was sealed. 
The match got a little rough in 
the final minutes as Muhlenberg 
increased its lead to fifteen. UC 
fought for points and the Mule re-
serves were out to gain starting 
spots, but the game ended without 
fisticuffs. The final score, 77-59. 
McClure and Mule forward Mike 
Miller each scored 18 points. Bob 
Day led Ursinus in scoring. 
Bears Meet Hopkins 
The Bears scored their highest 
total of the year while defeating 
Johns Hopkins 99-78 on February 
13. Chuck Williams led the home 
squad scoring with 27 points. 
Ursin us opened the game with 
six points to the Blue Jay's none. 
Spurred by the accurate outside 
shooting of Dave Gillespie and 
Williams, UC took a 42-32 lead at 
the half. Still hot in the last two 
periods, the Bears pulled away to 
an easy victory. 
Chuck Williams turned in a fine 
individual effort with 27 points and 
17 rebounds. Dave Gillespie scored 
19 and grabbed 12 rebounds. Oth-
er HC contributors were Marc Zim-
merman (15), Bob Day (12), and 
Steve Gane (10). Dave Rebovich 
led Johns Hopkins with 17 points. 
JUST OPEN 
The Shoe Gallery 
A MOST UNIQUE SHOP 
Nationally Advertised Women's Cancellation Shoes 
221 WEST MAIN STREET NORRISTOWN, PA. 
HOURS: Daily 10 to 5 Fri. Night till 9 
Phone 277·5077 
FREE PARKING AT REAR OF SHOP 
CLOSED MONDAY 
ULTIMATE SPINACH 
& JEFF MONN 
Feb. 20·23 
FREE Adm. Thurs. 
______ ... With 1 Paid & This Ad 
4MifS WEST of 1'tt~. 011 tr.30. 874 LANCASTE1l AVE. nYN MAWR. 
0t'EH 1-30 "RfJRS.'fll.SAf&SIlN·StlOWS8&1O+~ ~StIOW )1:30 
COLLEGE YARN and 
NOTION SHOP 
478 MAIN STREET 
MONIQUE 
BEAUTY SALON 
Collegeville Shopping Center 
Anthony Greco - Stylist 
Phone 489-4189 
The Bear matmen fell to host 
Delaware 31-5 in their first match 
Ursinus 
Only one Ursinus matman won 
an individual bout, although Tom 
Fitzsimmons drew with Clarence 
Garman 4-4 at 130 pounds. 
Fitzsimmons and Jarman both 
scored reversals in the second per-
iod, but Jarman went ahead 4-2 in 
the third period with another re-
versal. Fitzsimmons, however, then 
scored an escape and was awarded 
one point for riding time to give 
him a draw. 
Jim Hofmaster, Ursinus' 152 
pounder, scored a 6-3 decision over 
Delaware's Jim Baxter. Hofmas-
ter took a 4-0 first period lead with 
a takedown and a reversal. In the 
period the Bear wrestler scored an-
other reversal, while Baxter gained 
a reversal and a nearfall. 
Del. 31, UC 5 
123-Soccosa (D) dec. Weiss (U) 
10-2 
130-Fitzsimmons (U) drew with 
Jarman (D) 4-4 
137-Rathwell (D) pinned Coleman 
Margi Allen swings the racquet in 
C badminton match. 
Gillespie Takes 
Luncheon Award 
Dave Gillespie, senior co-captain 
of the Bear basketballers, was 
named small college player of the 
week on February 13. Gillespie, 
along with Bruce Iacobucci of Hav-(U) 3:20 
145-Burns (D) pinned Eubanks erford, was honored by the Herb 
(U) 5:45 Good Memorial Basketball Writers' 
152-Hoffmaster (U) decisioned Association at Bala CC, Philadel-
Baxter (D) 6-3 
160-Morris (D) decisioned M. 
Eure (U) 11-7 
phia. Gillespie, a forward, and 
UC's highest scorer this sea~on, av-
erages 16.4 points a gamt' o GilIes-
167-Leonard (D) won by forfeit pie is president of th\! Varsity 
177-Sullivan (D) pinned G. Eure I Club, and an economics major. Son 
(U) 4:39 10f Mr. and Mrs. Donald D. GilIes-
HWT- Weikart (D) decisioned pie, Dave lives in 615 Limestone 
Dolch (U) 9-2 Street, Catasauqua. 
YOU'RE "IN" 
AT PHil CO-FORD 
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Lets' Exchange 
DickinsonSludiesAllel'nalives Student Holiday 
T~mD~~!!!g~am~~~~p~~~~~!., ~!,~~~,~ to Europe 
There are a few interesting items lar newspaper, published four days was drawn up stating that all re-
in a recent issue of The Hofstra a week, as well as The Temple Free lations with the Senate should be S 
Chronicle, for example, "The Stu- Press. Furthermore, there has broken by the IFC and that frater- 0 IN ER 
dent Senate unanimously passed a been a request directed to the Pub- nity members should not serve on 
resolution whereby they would at- lications Board requesting a third the investigating committee nor 
tempt to gain a voice in all deci- paper to deal with Black students should they respond to its ques-
s~ons made by the University per- and the community around the Uni- tioning. The paper does not state 
taining to tuition hikes and fee in- versity. The Steering Committee whether the resolution passed or 
creases." With another tuition in- for Black Students has made the not, but I think it interesting to TRJt~EL 
crease next semester, it is too late request, and proposes reporters see what one school is going 
to do anything now, but it might should be trained "by faculty from through in an attempt to get rid ESTABLISHED 1B70 '--- - ----" 
be good for our Student Govern- the English department as well as of the , fraternity system. I for 
ment to recall the numerous tuition students from the school of com- one would like to see a similar in-
increases in the 'past few years, munications. . . . The editorial vestigation at Ursinus, and I hope 
and then explore the possibility of policy will be to exercise the con- that Ursinus Greeks would behave 
student opinion being heard by the cepts of fairness, truth, good taste more maturely about such an in-
Board of Directors as far as this and the general canons of responsi- vestigation than the IFC at Dick-
very important matter is con- ble journalism. This policy will inson. If the system is as great as 
cerned. prevail at all times and should its proponents claim, then it ought 
10 EAST MAIN STREET 
NORRISTOWN, Pl. 19401 
2ND FLOOR PHONE: 276·2323 
Did you think that two exams govern all published material." to have nothing to fear. 
scheduled for one day was a rough Frats Attacked at Dickinson 
OPEN DAILY & FRIDAY NIlE-Sot. Til Noon 
schedule? At Hofstra the rule is From Dickinson College we hear 
that no one may take more than that a motion was passed to "study 
three exams in one day. Further- and recommend possible alterna-
more, department chairmen in tives to the present (fraternity) 
Hempstead have requested that system." A minority report was 
Reading Day be dropped-and we presented to the Student Senate 
thought that we had it r ough! which suggested the abolition of 
However, it is nice to see that a the system on the basis of its ad-
college administration cares enough verse effects on campus social life 
about its students to set up a "Go by dividing the student body into 
Fight City Hall" Campaign. At "ins" and "outs." The "ins," be-
Hofstra the .Student Center Office cause of their fraternity affiliation 
is actually asking that the students are expected to devote all their 
bug them a.bout their failures so energies to the good of the frater-
that they can remedy them. Fur- nity, and the "outs" are not given 
thermore they are making it easy a chance to make the contributions 
for the student by distributing to the social life of the campus 
suggestion forms and setting up which they would like to make. 
deposit boxes. Can you imagine "The social pressure and supe}:"oficial 
the joy of being able to complain value system created can prevent 
to someone other than other help- members of the community from a 
less students? total involvement and expression 
Temple News Impressive through other forms of stimula-
Temple's paper is always inter- tion." 
esting, although the difference in After the Senate meeting an In-
size is one which makes much of terfraternity Council meeting was 
the Temple news seems quite dif- called and the senate was dismissed 
ferent from Ursinus news. For by some members of the IFC as a 
Contemplations 
By DA V1D SEARS 
when, by one experience or another, 
I am made to feel higher things 
then I know what a prison the 
world is. 
when I sense the far off throbbing 
of my vital soul 
then I know I must be dead here. 
And when I look for it I know 
that it is deep within me 
for I am surrounded by emptiness. 
-Mel Lyman, American Avatar 
The advent of the month of 
March brings a tinge of joy and 
excitement to a small group of 
Ursinus students. Their names are 
not important, but what is, is that 
these students have gathered to-
gether in the hope of providing Ur-
sinus with something that the sup-
posedly well-organized groups have 
been unwilling or unable to accom-
plish, the creation of a weekend 
devoted to entertainment and en-
lightenment. This weekend will 
occur on March 7, 8, 9, and has been 
christened the "Arts Festival." 
We hope this Arts Festival will 
provide the Ursinus student body 
with an opportunity to experience 
the world of art and the people who 
create the multi-media art which 
seems so dominant in today's world. 
The art presented will range from 
an exhibit featuring both paintings 
and outdoor metal sculpture, to a 
dance-concert featuring the "Amer-
ican Dream." Interspaced between 
these two events will be dialogues 
with artists and poets, experiment-
al films, lectures, and a folk con-




American Gem Society 
Complete Line of 
"e".IIT. Dlamoncla, UnlDllI Chana_ 
cert. 
Those of us involved with this 
weekend have worked long and 
hard in the hope of creating some-
thing that will serve both as the 
starting point for future weekends, 
and as a means of providing the 
college with the opportunity to 
view what Ursinus students read 
about but never manage to exper-
ience. We feel this weekend will 
be good for the school, the stu-
dents, and the community. We on-
ly ask of you your cooperation 
through your attendance (why not 
invite your friends up for the week-
end?) and hopefully your ability to 
view what is presented as a first 
step into a newer and wider reach-
ing world. A world free of the 
emptiness of which Mel Lyman 




Where the smart coeds shop 
Petites, Juniors, Misses Fashions 
Dresses, Sportswear, Accessories 
KING OF PRUSSIA PLAZA 
SPECK'S DRIVE-IN 








THE TOWNE FLORIST 
CORSAGES and FLOWERS 
for All UrsinuB Events 
331 MAIN STREET 
COLLEGEV1LLE,PA. 
Wire Service - 489-7235 
PROFITS EXCEPTIONAL! REPEAT ORDERS! 
Represent us at Ursinus College . ell our zippered Deluxe. 
Travel Bags. Students, Fraternities, Sororities, Alumni, etc. Customer po-
tential unlimited. Plain, or imprinted with your college emblem. $1.00 
retail. Selling to students since 1952. Write: Howard Enterprises, Inc. , 












































It's a refilla Ie ballpoint quill 
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~ -------i ~ 
~ NAME JUNIOR ENTERPRISE CO. : ~ 
~ 156 OLIVER ST., N. TONAWANDA, N.Y. 14120: ~ 
~ ADDRESS PLEASE SEND ME QUILLS : "'t-
@25¢ EA. PLUS 10¢ HANDLING CHG. : ~ 
: CITY STATE (EXTRA SAYINGS 5 QUILL PENS $1.00) : '='t-
_.--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
